Catalogue Content
Management Services
Standardised, compliant, controlled ordering
processes for your organisation

Shared vision. Better Together.

Lord Carter of Coles’ report requires NHS organisations
to order 80% of their goods via catalogues, to drive
savings on contracted, standardised products and
reduce the amount of clinical time spent on ordering.
Many organisations load catalogue content into a
dedicated system or directly into their financial solution,
but maintaining data accuracy and delivering content
rich with images and GTINS to support the Scan4Safety
agenda can be time consuming and chaotic.
The Catalogue Content Management Service from NHS Shared Business
Services:
• Provides a dedicated catalogue
management team, made up
of experienced procurement
professionals, available
throughout business hours

• Maintains data to ensure product
and price accuracy

• Creates catalogue content to
reflect your contract portfolio,
monitoring product compliance
and validity and available pricing,
from which your requisitioners
can order

• Designs a catalogue management
strategy in partnership with
your team to deliver a focused
catalogue in line with clinical need

• Supports sourcing and
benchmarking activities to ensure
all catalogue data is offering
true best value and is compliant
with your SFIs and procurement
legislation

• Standardises the product range
to avoid duplication and drive
enriched content

• Delivers insight via monthly
reports on your catalogue data,
its usage and any cost saving
opportunities, and a monthly
service forum with your NHS SBS
catalogue team

“I would not
be without
the Catalogue
Management
Team. They
are responsive,
supportive and
helpful [and]
have been
instrumental in
helping CNWL
reduce and
standardise
our catalogue”
Debbie Wright, Head of Procurement, Central
and North West London NHS Foundation Trust

Our service is:
Compatible – with NHS SBS’ Edge4Health
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delivering insightful management

with updates and changes

your strategic contracts, SFIs and

information, rich data and

applied to your catalogue content

procurement strategy – so your

recommendations to ensure you

immediately – getting you closer to
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get the best from your investment

the perfect, touchless order.

confident every time they place

and drive further savings and

an order.

efficiencies.

Why NHS SBS Procurement

Why NHS SBS

Combining NHS knowledge and experience with commercial know-how, we

Set up by the Department of Health & Social Care as the national provider

work with NHS organisations to maximise their enormous purchasing power to

of back office services, NHS Shared Business Services delivers leading-edge

provide value-for-money procurement and ultimately, improved patient care.

finance and accounting, procurement and employment services solutions to the

We embed best practice procurement processes to deliver immediate and
sustained savings and efficiencies, and have a proven track record of providing
the highest quality commercial and procurement services to NHS and public
sector clients across the United Kingdom.

rest of the NHS family. We work with 100% of commissioners and around 40%
of providers, managing billions of pounds of NHS money, processing millions of
transactions, and paying hundreds of thousands of NHS employees. This scale
and scope means we have unparalleled specialist expertise and can deliver a
minimum 20% cost saving compared with in-house service management.
We invest continually in corporate services on behalf of our clients to
provide them with faster and more accurate ways of working, enabling their
organisations to save time and money, so they can focus on the delivery of
world-class patient care.
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www.sbs.nhs.uk

To find out how our Catalogue Content Management Service can support
your organisation to achieve its Long Term Plan objectives please contact
the Catalogue Content Management Team on:

0161 212 3940 | sbs.procurement.enquiries@nhs.net

Shared vision. Better Together.

